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Abstract— In today’s era where almost each and every 

device generates data, the size of data is very large and we 

call it big data. Big data cannot be processed using normal 

SQL queries or Relational DBMS[1] because of its huge 

size. We need a special system which can perform 

processing on such huge data, fast and faultlessly. One such 

system is Hadoop and this paper primarily focuses on 

Hadoop, its components and features and its uses in real 

world application. Two use cases are described in this paper. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Data is generated by almost each and every device. In this 

era where there is more number of electronics devices than 

humans, the size of data generated is massive (called big 

data) and if it can be analyzed properly, it is of great 

importance for human betterment. Though storage capacity 

and processing power both have increased dramatically 

during last two decades, the processing power has not kept 

par with storage capacity. In 1990 a typical drive could store 

around 1500 MB and had a transfer speed of around 5 

MB/sec that means it used to take 5 min to read entire data 

from the drive. Nowadays the disks with capacity to store 1 

TB are available and the typical transfer speed is 100MB/sec 

that means to read entire data from the disk it needs around 

two and half hour, which clearly states the lack of 

processing power as compared to storage capacity. To 

overcome such low processing speed problem systems are 

developed and one such system is Hadoop which takes 

advantage of parallel processing technique to increase the 

processing speed. Hadoop is proved to be best in handling 

big data processing. In this paper we have explained what 

Hadoop is, its components and their features. 

II. HADOOP 

Hadoop is open source software used to process the Big 

Data. It is very popular and used by 

organizations/researchers to analyze the Big Data. Hadoop 

is influenced by Google's architecture, Google File System 

and Map Reduce[4]. Hadoop processes the large data sets in 

a distributed computing environment. The underlying 

technology was invented by Google back in their earlier 

days so they could usefully index all the rich textural and 

structural information they were collecting, and then present 

meaningful and actionable results to users. There was 

nothing on the market that would let them do that, so they 

built their own platform. Google’s innovations were 

incorporated into Nutch[6], an open source project, and 

Hadoop was later spun-off from that. Yahoo has played a 

key role developing Hadoop for enterprise applications. 

Hadoop is designed to run on a large set of devices having 

their own memory and processor. That means you can buy a 

bunch of commodity servers and run Hadoop on them. 

III. HADOOP COMPONENTS 

A. HDFS: 

Hadoop distributed file system(HDFS) is a distributed file 

system and it is designed to run on commodity hardware. 

Unlike other distributed file system, HDFS is highly fault 

tolerant. HDFS has capability to store huge amount of data 

and provides easier access. To store large data, HDFS 

breaks incoming files into pieces called blocks and stores 

each block redundantly across multiple server. 

B. Architecture of HDFS: 

Architecture of Hadoop Distributed File System is given 

below. 

 
Fig. 1: HDFS Architecture 

HDFS architecture broadly divided into following 

three nodes which are Name Node, Data Node, HDFS 

client/Edge node. 

1) Name Node:  

It is the centerpiece of an HDFS file system. Name Node 

acts as master node as it keeps the directory tree of all files 

in the file system, and tracks where across the cluster the file 

data is kept. However, it does not store the data of these files 

itself. Client applications talk to the Name Node as and 

when they wish to locate a file, or when they want to 

create/copy/move/delete a file. The Name Node take request 

from the client and in response of the successful requests, it 

returns a list of relevant Data Node servers where the 

requested data resides. 

2) Data Node:  

Data Node acts as slave node. Hadoop environment may 

contain more than one data nodes, with data replicated 

across them on the basis of performance and capacity. Data 

node performs two main tasks storing a block in HDFS and 

acts as the platform for running jobs. Data node is usually 

configured with lot of hard disk space because the actual 

data is stored in the DataNode. 

3) HDFS client:  

User applications access the hadoop distributed file system 

using HDFS client, a library. HDFS Clients sometimes also 

known as Edge node. It acts as linker between Data Nodes 
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and Name Node. In hadoop cluster, there is only one client 

but there are also many depending upon performance needs. 

 
Fig. 2: MapReduce Architecture 

C. Map-Reduce 

In a traditional data warehousing scenario, this might entail 

applying an ETL operation on the data to produce something 

usable by the analyst. In Hadoop, these kinds of operations 

are written as MapReduce jobs. MapReduce jobs are written 

in java.  There are a number of higher level languages like 

Hive and Pig that make writing these programs easier and 

more readable form. The outputs of these jobs can be written 

back to either HDFS or placed in a traditional data 

warehouse. There are two functions in MapReduce and are 

as follows:  

1) Map:  

this function takes key/value pairs (<k1, v1>) as input and 

generates an intermediate set of key/value pairs. 

2) Reduce:  

this function which merges all the intermediate values 

associated with the same intermediate key. 

D. YARN 

YARN[10] Infrastructure (Yet Another Resource 

Negotiator) is the framework responsible for providing the 

computational resources (e.g., CPUs, memory, GPU etc.) 

needed for application executions. Two important elements 

are: 

1) Resource Manager (one per cluster) is the master.  

It knows where the slaves are located (Rack Awareness) and 

how many resources they have possessed right now. It runs 

several services, the most important is the Resource 

Scheduler. Resource Scheduler decides how to assign the 

resources to the components. 

 
Fig. 3(a): Resource Manager 

2) Node Manager (many per cluster) is the slave of the 

infrastructure.  

When it starts, it announces himself to the Resource 

Manager. Periodically, it sends a heartbeat(signal) to the 

Resource Manager. Each Node Manager provides some 

resources to the cluster. The resource capacity of Node 

Manager is depending on the amount of memory and the 

number of vcores. At runtime, the Resource Scheduler will 

decide how to utilize this capacity: a Container is a fraction 

of the Node Manager capacity and it is effectively used by 

the client for running a program. 

 
Fig. 3(b): Node Manager 

E. Hbase 

Hbase[11] is NoSQL[16] database. But it is built on top of 

HDFS system. HBase is a management system that is open-

source, versioned, and distributed based on the BigTable of 

Google. It is Non-relational, distributed database system 

written in Java. It runs on the top of HDFS. It can serve as 

the input and output for the MapReduce[3]. For example, 

read and write operations involve all rows but only a small 

subset of all columns. 

 
Fig. 4: HBase Architecture. 

1) Components of Hbase: 

1) Master Server: It assigns regions to the region 

servers. For assigning regions to servers Master 

Server takes help from ZooKeeper[15]. 

2) Region Server: It maintains regions which are 

nothing but the tables that are split up and disperse 

across the region servers. 

3) Zookeeper[15]: Zookeeper provides services like 

maintaining configuration information, naming, 

providing distributed synchronization, etc. Via 

zookeeper, Clients communicate with region 

servers. 

F. Hive 

Apache Hive[8] is a data warehouse system which is built 

on top of Hadoop and it is used for analyzing both structured 

and semi-structured data as well as streams. Hive abstracts 

the complexity of Hadoop MapReduce. Basically, it 

provides a mechanism to project structure onto the data and 

perform queries written in HQL[13] (Hive Query Language) 

that are similar to SQL statements but with slight syntax 

change. Firstly, these queries or HQL gets translated to map 

reduce jobs and this translation is done by Hive compiler. 
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As far as MapReduce program is concerned, they are often 

complex program. As Hive complier is taking care of the 

HQL queries as well as translation of these query into map 

reduce job, we don’t need to worry about writing 

complicated Map Reduce programs to process your data 

using Hadoop. It is mainly suitable for those users who are 

comfortable with SQL. As SQL, Apache Hive also provide 

supports for Data Definition Language (DDL), Data 

Manipulation Language (DML) and User Defined Functions 

(UDF). 

IV. COMPARISON OF HDFS AND HBASE 

 HDFS is fault-tolerant by design and supports rapid data 

transfer between systems even when some systems fail. 

HBase is a non-relational and open source Not-Only-SQL 

database that runs on top of Hadoop. HBase comes under 

CP type of CAP (Consistency, Availability, and Partition 

Tolerance) theorem. HDFS is very much advantageous for 

performing batch analytics. However, one of its biggest 

drawbacks is its inability to perform real-time analysis 

operations, the modern requirement of the industry. HBase, 

on the other hand, can handle large data sets and is not 

appropriate for batch analytics. Instead, it is very much 

effective and used for real time operations. Both HDFS and 

HBase are suitable for processing structured, semi-

structured as well as unstructured data. HDFS does not have 

an in-memory processing engine slowing down the process 

of data analysis; as it uses plain old MapReduce to do it. 

HBase, on the contrary, boasts of an in-memory processing 

engine that drastically increases the speed of read/write 

operations. HDFS is very transparent in its execution of data 

analysis.  HBase, on the other hand, being a NoSQL 

database in tabular format, fetches values by sorting them 

under different key values. 

HDFS HBase 

HDFS is a Java-based file 

system utilized for storing 

and retrieving large data 

sets. 

HBase is a Java based No-

SQL database 

HDFS has a rigid 

architecture. It doesn’t 

facilitate dynamic storage. 

HBase allows for dynamic 

changes and can be utilized 

for standalone applications. 

HDFS is ideally suited for 

write-once and read-many 

times use cases 

HBase is ideally suited for 

random write and read of 

data that is stored in HDFS. 

V. HDFS AND HBASE USE CASES 

In today’s fast growing technological era, hadoop has made 

tremendous process in the field of innovation as well as 

technology. Hadoop is being used by various companies to 

resolve the several problems which are often faced by the 

company. HDFS and Hbase are widely used in the banking. 

Moreover, Facebook is also using HDFS and base for their 

Facebook messages app. Two use cases are described in this 

paper and are as follows. 

A. Cloudera optimization for European bank using Hbase: 

Hbase is ideally suited for real-time environments and this 

can be best demonstrated by citing the example of a 

renowned European bank. To derive critical insights from 

the logs from application/web servers, they implemented 

solution in Apache Storm and Apache Hbase together. 

Given the huge velocity of data, they opted for Hbase over 

HDFS; as HDFS does not support real-time writes. The 

results were overwhelming; it reduced the query time from 3 

days to 3 minutes. 

B. Facebook uses Hadoop, Hbase and HDFS for Facebook 

messages[14]: 

For dynamically index of rapidly growing dataset for fast 

lookup result, Facebook uses hadoop, Hbase and HDFS. 

Facebook messages provides functionality for every user 

like facebook.com email address in addition with display of 

all e-mail, as well as chat between group of users. This 

application is used by approximately 500 million users 

which need them to scale petabytes of data. Thus, they 

decided to use HBase database for scalable and fault-

tolerance storage with Zookeeper for distributed service. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

From everything that has been discussed above, it can be 

concluded that Hadoop is a very powerful tool for big data 

analysis. In this data age, when the data generated is very 

huge, it is impossible to handle and analyze that with 

traditional systems and hence Hadoop is the solution. 

Hadoop is being used by many IT companies such as 

Facebook to manage the large amount of message data. 
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